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Age/Format Title Description EAN Price 
5+ 

Paperback 

Feb/21 

 

Mirabelle's mum is a witch, her dad is a fairy, and she is a bit of both. When Mirabelle goes off to witch school 
she promises not to cause any mischief… but then potions class goes a bit wrong and flying practise is a 
disaster. Soon enough, Mirabelle finds herself getting up to some seriously mischievous behaviour. 
 
Hopefully, with the help of her best friend, Carlotta, she can put everything right before home time. 

9780192777546 5.99 

5+ 

128 pages 

March/21 

 

Isadora has a wobbly tooth and her mum and dad are more excited about it than she is! Her vampire dad can't 
wait to take her to the vampire dentist and have her special little fang framed. Her mum wants Isadora to leave 
the tooth under her pillow for the tooth fairy. Isadora isn't sure what to do until one night, she meets a very 
special, magical mouse called Mignonette. 
With Mignonette's help, Isadora will make her own new tradition. A totally unique tradition for the totally unique 
Isadora! 

9780192773548 5.99 

5+ 

Hardback 

April/21 

 

Travel the globe in this inspiring journey through the animal kingdom. A Song of Gladness is a timely reminder 
of the beauty and importance of the natural world from two of today's most celebrated children's book creators. 
From a blackbird in a Devon garden to leopards in the African savanna, hibernating bears and chimpanzees 
high in the forest canopy, A Song of Gladness reminds us all of our connection with nature, and with each other, 
and the urgent need for us to join together in caring for the planet and every creature in it. 
 

9781529063318 12.99 

5+ 

Paperback 

April/21 

 

Gizmo is a city dog, so when he moves to the village of Puddle with his journalist human he doesn't know WHAT 
to expect. Certainly not FLOWERS. Or BEES. 
And he couldn't have even imagined MUD. Luckily he's got Jilly, the wolfhound next door, to show him around. 
But Jilly has a problem. 
Her puppies are going to be given to new owners far away. She'll never see them again! Gizmo might not know 
the difference between a cow and a tractor but he's got a nose for a story, and a great idea to help Jilly. What if 
the dogs of Puddle had a newspaper? STOP PRESS! A charming and hilarious new illustrated young fiction 
series about the things dogs get up to when their humans aren't looking, from the author of The Adventures of 
Pug series. 

9781526620545 6.99 
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5+ 

Hardback 

Feb/21 

 

Step inside the fascinating world of tropical rainforests! This gorgeously illustrated picture book is a wonderful 
way to introduce children to the world of nature and conservation. Explore beautifully detailed illustrations and 
fun facts about rainforests. Discover wonderful plants and animals and why rainforests are important to the 
world we live in. Find out why rainforests need protecting and what you can do to help. In this enchanting 
children's book, you'll discover amazing rainforest animals, learn about the diverse range of life-giving plants, 
and find out why the Amazon rainforest is known as the "lungs" of our Earth.  
It has simple, clear text that is accessible to less confident readers but a strong message about deforestation 
and climate change that will captivate older readers too. 

Also in this series: The Sea Book, The Bee Book, The Bat Book 

9780241395776 12.99 

7+ 

Paperback 

Nov/20 

 

The eighth book in the Dog Man graphic novel series now available in paperback. Petey the Cat is out of jail, 
and he has a brand-new lease on life. While Petey has re-evaluated what matters most, Li'l Petey is struggling 
to find the good in the world. 
 
Can Petey and Dog Man stop fighting like cats and dogs long enough to put their paws together and work as a 
team? Dav Pilkey's wildly popular Dog Man series appeals to readers of all ages and explores universally 
positive themes, including: empathy, kindness, persistence. Full colour pages throughout. 

9780702306877 8.99 

7+ 

Paperback 

April/21 

 

Dive beneath the waves with this spell-binding adventure of friendship, forgiveness and bravery, set on the 
shores of Papua New Guinea, perfect for fans of Katherine Rundell and Eva Ibbotson. "I want to be able to call 
the sharks. Teach me the magic and show me the ways." Blue Wing is desperate to become a shark caller, but 
instead she must befriend infuriating newcomer Maple, who arrives unexpectedly on Blue Wing's island. 
At first, the girls are too angry to share their secrets and become friends. But when the tide breathes the promise 
of treasure, they must journey together to the bottom of the ocean to brave the deadliest shark of them all.. 

 

9781474966849 7.99 

7+ 

Paperback 

March/21 

 

Toto is no ordinary cat, and she can't wait for you to join her on her FOURTH ninja adventure! Toto and her 
friends are due to be looking after the French ambassador on a day of sightseeing, finishing at the Tower of 
London to see the animal world's crown jewels: a sacred diamond cat collar. But when they arrive, the collar has 
disappeared - and what's worse, it looks like Toto is responsible! Toto is almost arrested, but she escapes to try 
and get to the bottom of the mystery and clear her name. 
 

9781444952087 6.99 
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7+ 

Paperback 

Feb/21 

 

Divorce is tough for any kid. But when - like Vi's parents - your mum is ex-secret service and your dad is a 
retired bad guy, 'till death do us part' takes on a whole new meaning. 
And with her parents' focus on each other, the real super-villains are having a field day. To save her family - and 
the world - from evil domination, Vi must turn spy ...  

9781912626892 6.99 

7+ 

Paperback 

April/21 

 

 

There are lots of laughs at every level in The 130-Storey Treehouse, the tenth book in the number one 
bestselling Treehouse series from Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton.  

This is our Treehouse, come on up! We've added 13 new levels to our Treehouse including soap bubble blaster, 
a GRABINATOR (it can grab anything from anywhere at any time), a time-wasting level, a toilet paper factory 
(because you can never have too much toilet paper) and an extraterrestrial observation centre . . which will 
come in handy when giant flying eyeballs from outer space come to grabinate US! 

9781529045932 6.99 

7+ 

Paperback 

April/21 

 

 

Lana loves stories. Especially the ones she and her brother, Harrison, share in their make-believe games. But 
when Harrison decides he's too grown-up to play with Lana she finds herself feeling lonely. Until something 
magical happens. 
Hidden in the strange new supermarket in town, Lana discovers a portal to a fairytale world! But these aren't the 
happy-ever-after fairytales that Lana knows, they are darker and more dangerous and the characters need 
Lana's help to defeat an evil witch. But she can't do it alone. 
Can she convince Harrison to believe in stories again and journey to the world with her . . . 
before it's too late? 

9781471192449 7.99 

7+ 

Paperback 

March/21 

 

In the Wilderness, where magic and nature collide, there are magical creatures and strange powers at work. In 
this story, the Wild Things - a group of children who have taken on the characteristics of the wild creatures they 
are named after - find that their camp has been destroyed by a flood. If only it would stop raining, then, perhaps, 
they could enjoy the meteor shower and the wishes that they make on the shooting stars would come true. 

Also in this series: Willow Wildthing & The Dragon’s Egg and Willow Wildthing and the Swamp Monster 

9780192771773 5.99 
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7+ 

Paperback 

April/21 

 

Third in the modern-classic and bestselling bookwandering series that celebrates all that is best in life: books, 
adventure, friendship - and cake.  
 

Also in this series: Tilly and the Bookwanderers, Tilly and the Lost Fairytales 

 
9780008229955 

6.99 

7+ 

Paperback  

Feb/21 

 

Prepare to be inspired with this fantastically great new series for young readers. In this first book, read the true 
stories of amazing scientists and discover things that are out of this world. 
Kate Pankhurst, descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, tells the stories of some incredible female scientists whose 
hard work and persistence changed our understanding of science, and transformed people's ideas of what 
women can do.  

 
 

9781526615336 6.99 

7+ 

Hardback 

October/20 

 

Discover all the weird and wonderful things that go on inside your body with bestselling author Dr Adam Kay. 
Covers key stage 2 / 3 human biology syllabus (in a slightly repulsive way). 

9780241452912 14.99 

8 + 

Hardback 

 

 

Imagine making friends with a polar bear... The Last Bear is perfect for readers of 8+, beautifully illustrated 
throughout by Levi Pinfold - winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal and illustrator of Harry Potter 20th anniversary 
edition covers.  

There are no polar bears left on Bear Island. At least, that's what April's father tells her when his scientific 
research takes them to this remote Arctic outpost for six months. But one endless summer night, April meets 
one. He is starving, lonely and a long way from home. Determined to save him, April begins the most important 
journey of her life... 

9780008411282 12.99 
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8+ 

Paperback 

 

 

Escape into a brand-new Pinch of Magic Adventure from bestselling Michelle Harrison, where everyone knows 
that magic and trouble go hand in hand . . . 
 
It should have been a fresh start for the Widdershins sisters, Betty, Fliss and Charlie, who have left the misty 
gloom of Crowstone for a new life in the pretty village of Pendlewick. But all is not as it seems and as one of 
their own begins to slip away from them, the sisters find themselves in a race against time to break a dark magic 
that has cast a spell over the village.  

9781471183881 7.99 

8+ 

Paperback  

April/21 

 

 

It is 2120 and London is in ruins. The young Prince Alfred has never known a life outside Buckingham Palace - 
but with strange goings-on in the dead of night, he is thrust into a world of mystery, adventure and monsters. 
And when his mother, the Queen, is dragged away to the Tower of London, Alfred must screw up his courage 
and battle to save her, himself... and the entire city. 

9780008438708 7.99 

8+ 

Paperback 

Jan/21 

 

The fourteenth laugh-out-loud, fully-illustrated Diary of a Wimpy Kid book from #1 international bestselling author 
Jeff Kinney. Big changes are in store for Greg Heffley and his family. They are making home improvements. But 
with unwelcome critters, toxic mould and the walls coming down, soon Greg discovers renovations aren't all they 
are cracked up to be. When the dust finally settles, will the Heffleys be able to stay? 
 
 

 
9780241396926 

6.99 

8+ 

Paperback  

Feb/21 

 

From the author of The Girl Who Stole an Elephant comes another brilliant escapade. A thrilling adventure set in 
fictional Sri Lanka, jam-packed with peril, kidnap and a huge blue whale! Razi, a local fisherboy, is watching 
turtle eggs hatch when he sees a boat bobbing into view. With a chill, he notices a small, still hand hanging over 
the side... 
Inside is Zheng, who has escaped a shipwreck and is full of tales of sea monsters and missing treasure. But the 
villains who are after Zheng are soon after Razi and his sister, Shifa, too. And so begins an exhilarating 
adventure in the shadow of the biggest sea monster of them all... 

9781788009430 7.99 
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8+ 

Paperback 

Dyslexia- 
friendly 

Jan/21 

 

SUMMER 1914. When Fran uncovers a bone in the garden of Longbarrow House on the same afternoon that 
Leo breaks his leg, it is just the first in a series of strange and unsettling coincidences. Leo is left immobilised for 
the rest of the summer and Fran is roped in to keep him company, forced to listen to his foolish theories about 
the looming threat of war in Europe. Suddenly the garden she has loved all her life seems to hold threatening 
shadows of the future, and Fran starts to fear what she and Leo might find next ... 
 
Queen of Historical Fiction, Emma Carroll, makes her Barrington Stoke debut with a powerful, evocative, and 
spine-tingling story of childhood on the brink of war. 

9781781129005 6.99 

8+ 

Dyslexia-friendly 

Apr/21 

 

When the lighthouse no longer shines, what else has the power to guide you to shore? Deryn's father is the 
lighthouse keeper on Featherstone Island, keeping the lantern lit to protect passing boats from the treacherous 
rocky coastline. But when an emergency arises and Deryn is left alone to keep watch over the lighthouse, she 
finds herself in a terrible situation when the lamp runs out of oil during a wild storm. With a fishing boat in peril 
on the sea, Deryn has to seek help from an unusual source. 
Will she be able to keep the lantern lit through the dark, dangerous night? Peter Bunzl, the award-winning author 
of the Cogheart series, stirs up magic, myth and history in his truly captivating Barrington Stoke debut. 

9781781129180 6.99 

8+ 

Dyslexia-friendly 

April/21 

 

On 10 April 1912, RMS Titanic set sail from Southampton on her maiden voyage to New York. This "Ship of 
Dreams" was the largest and most luxurious ocean liner in the world. It was claimed she was unsinkable. 
But four days later, when the ship struck an iceberg, the loss of Titanic and over 1,500 passengers would 
become one of the most infamous maritime disasters in history. In this fact-filled retelling of its construction and 
doomed maiden voyage, David Long brings Titanic's tragic tale to life. 

 
9781781129661 

6.99 

8+ 

Hardback 

March/21 

 

Victorian London, 1851. Queen Victoria is on the throne and the Great Exhibition is about to open! Lucy Locket 
lives with her father, the New Mother and the New Baby. 
When Lucy runs away, she and street performer, Kitty Fisher must survive alone on the dangerous streets of 
Victorian London where they find themselves under threat from thieves - and even worse, the Workhouse! 

9780857535986 12.99 
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8+ 

Paperback 

Feb/21 

 

Harrison Beck and his Uncle Nat are on the journey of a lifetime aboard the Safari Star - a luxurious steam train 
that will take them from Pretoria to the stunning Victoria Falls. Close encounters with the amazing animals and 
landscape of Southern Africa are adventure enough, but things get mysterious when a passenger is found dead 
inside a locked compartment. Is it just a terrible accident or is something more suspicious afoot? It's up to train 
detective Hal and his new friend Winston to find out. 

Also in this series: The Highland Falcon Thief and Kidnap on the California Comet 

 

9781529013108 6.99 

8+ 

Hardback 

October/20 

 

Perfect for ages 8 to 80! Adapted from A Short History of Nearly Everything, this stunningly illustrated book 
uncovers the mysteries of time, space and life on earth. Bill Bryson takes us on a journey from the centre of the 
planet, to the dawn of the dinosaurs plus everything in between. Discover our own incredible journey, from 
single cell to civilisation, including the brilliant (and sometimes very bizarre) scientists who helped us find out the 
how and why. The ideal book for curious young readers everywhere. 

9780241451939 20.00 

8+ 

Hardback 

October/20 

 

This compellingly browsable encyclopedia takes Britannica's reputation for authentic, trustworthy information 
and brings it to a whole new audience, exploring a wide range of child-friendly topics using text, illustrations, 
infographics and photography. Chapter subjects include Universe, Earth, Material World, Living World, Being 
Human, Ancient Civilizations, Medieval to Modern, and Today's World and Beyond. 

9781912920471 25.00 

9+ 

Paperback 

April/21 

 

It is midnight in Crackledawn - a midnight full of magic. Sea dragons stir in the depths of the ocean, silver 
whales surface beneath the moon and sand goblins line the shores. Everyone is waiting for the phoenix, the 
guardian of the kingdom's magic but instead a harpy arrives, bent on stealing Crackledawn's magic. It is up to 
an eleven-year-old girl called Smudge and a grumpy monkey called Bartholomew to set sail beyond the 
legendary Northswirl and stop the harpy before it's too late. 

Dyslexia Friendly. 

 

9781471194702 7.99 
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9+ 

Paperback 

 

 

Join Kat Wolfe and her best friend Harper Lamb on the winter holiday of a lifetime in Kat Wolfe on Thin Ice - full 
of mystery, intrigue, snow and huskies, by bestselling author Lauren St John!  

Kat and Harper can't wait to join their parents on a winter vacation in a mountain cabin in the US. But a series of 
misadventures result in them being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Alone. 
 

9781509874279 7.99 

9+ 

Paperback 

 

Feodora and her mother live in the snowbound woods of Russia. Ten minutes away, in a ruined chapel, lives a 
pack of wolves. Feodora's mother is a wolf wilder,  a person who teaches tamed animals to fend for themselves, 
and to fight and to run, and to be wary of humans. Feo is a wolf wilder in training. When the murderous hostility 
of the Russian Army threatens her very existence, Feo is left with no option but to go on the run. 
 

9781526605511 7.99 

9+ 

Paperback 

 

 

WINNER - COSTA CHILDREN'S BOOK AWARD 

In the aftermath of World War One, everyone is trying to rebuild their lives. If Ben is to avoid being sent back to 
the orphanage, he needs to find his brother Sam, wounded in action and now missing. Lotti's horrible aunt and 
uncle want to send her away to boarding school. Just as they think they've found their feet in the new order, 
disaster strikes, and Lotti and Ben must get away. And so they hatch a plan - to cross the Channel on Ben's 
narrowboat and find Sam. 

9780571348763 7.99 

9+ 

Paperback 

April/21 

 

A boy lives in a remote, snow-bound village with his elderly grandmother. 
Their traditional way of life is threatened by the changing snow and ice: it melts faster every year. When the sea-
ice collapses while he is out hunting, he only just escapes with his life and is left stranded in the Arctic tundra. 
Meanwhile a girl is trying to adapt to another new school. 
Her father promises his new job at an oil company will mean they never have to move again, but not long after 
he starts, his behaviour becomes odd and secretive. When their fates take a drastic turn the girl's world collides 
with the boy's and they find themselves together in a desperate search for survival, and for the truth. 

 
9781782692881 

 
7.99 
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9+ 

Paperback 

March/21 

 

Fionn Boyle, Storm Keeper of Arranmore, is facing the fight of his life. The terrifying all- powerful sorceress 
Morrigan has been raised from the dead and has sealed off the island from all help. Fionn is the only thing that 
stands between her and a dark future. 
 
He's got to find a way to defeat her. But there are some terrible choices in store for Fionn as the dark sorcerer 
begins to take his nearest and dearest for her own - will Fionn master his powers in time to stop her? 

 

Also in this series: The Storm Keeper’s Island and The Lost Tide Warriors 

9781526607966 6.99 

9+ 

Hardback 

April/21 

 

Run wild with Wolf Brother in a Stone Age world. In the Dark Time of midwinter, disaster strikes the Forest. 
Chaos rules. Bears woken from their dens prowl the shadowy valleys. Desperate clans battle for survival. Only 
demons thrive. With their world in turmoil, Torak, Renn and Wolf are tested as never before. And as a new evil 
haunts the devastated land, Torak must risk his sanity, his life and even his souls to save everything he loves... 

 

Latest in the Wolf Brother – Chronicles of Darkness series (other titles available) 

 
9781789542417 

12.99 

9+ 

Paperback 

October/20 

 

 

From Onjali Q. Rauf, the award-winning author of The Boy at the Back of the Class, comes another incredible 
story, told with humour and heart, exploring themes of bullying and homelessness, while celebrating kindness, 
friendship and the potential everyone has to change for the good. 

 
9781510106772 

7.99 

9+ 

Hardback 

3/21 

 

This visually astonishing story takes children on a journey into and through the brain. Simple but beautifully 
illustrated metaphors explain the different jobs that our brains do and how they use brain cells to accomplish 
them. From the senses to sleep, memories to making decisions, this book brings the wonder of brains and brain 
science to life. 

 
9781474950589 

12.99 
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10+ 

Paperback 

March/20 

 

Brand new Wilbur Smith series for readers of 10+. 

Jack Courtney has lived in the UK his whole life. But this summer his parents are travelling to the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo for a gorilla conference, and they've promised to take Jack and his friends with them. 
When his parents go missing in the rainforest, abducted by mercenaries, nobody seems to have any answers. 
Jack is pretty sure that it's got something to do with the nearby tantalum mines, but he needs to prove it. Along 
with Amelia and Xander, Jack must brave the jungle to save his parents. 

9781848128538 6.99 

10+ 

Paperback  

March/21 

 

Second in a brand new action adventure series starring 14-year-old Jack Courtney - a hero to rival Alex Rider. 
Jack and his friends Amelia and Xander are in Zanzibar diving for lost treasure to support Jack's mother's coral 
protection project. Going further than usual on their last day, their dive boat is lured into a trap and captured by 
Somali pirates. 
 
Determined that his mother shouldn't pay a ransom for their release, Jack won't give up his attempts to escape. 
Transferred to a militia training camp for boy soldiers, the trio's only hope is the resourceful Somali boy Mo who 
befriends them. Can they outwit the ruthless General Sir and his merciless troops in the second gripping 
adventure from the authors of Cloudburst? 

9781848128552 6.99 

 


